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Abstract: End-to-end robot learning has achieved a great success for robots to obtain various
manipulation skills. It learns a function which maps visual information to robotic action directly.
Because of the diversity of target objects, most end-to-end robot learning approaches have focused
on a single object-specific task with a limited capability of generalization. In this work, an object
detection-based one-shot learning method is proposed, which separates the semantic understanding
from robot control. It enables a robot to acquire similar manipulation skills efficiently and to have the
ability to cope with new objects with a single demonstration. This approach mainly has two modules:
the object detection network and the motion policy network. With RGB images, the object detection
network tries to output the task-related semantic keypoint of the target object, which is the center of
the container in this application, and the motion policy network generates the motion action based on
the depth map and the detected keypoint. To evaluate this proposed pipeline, a series of experiments
are conducted on typical placing tasks in different simulation scenarios and, additionally, the learned
policy is transferred from simulation to the real world without any fine-tuning.

Keywords: object detection; one-shot imitation learning; sim-to-real; robotic manipulation

1. Introduction

Enabling robots to achieve the capability of performing all kinds of manipulation tasks is still a big
challenge. In consideration of the diversity of manipulation tasks and surroundings, learning-based
methods offer a promising generic paradigm to acquire these manipulation capabilities. With the
development of deep learning methods, end-to-end robot learning approaches have been widely
explored and achieved remarkable success for robots to solve a wide variety of robotic problems. These
methods try to learn a function that maps the perception information to robot action directly, which
can be regarded as an end-to-end visuomotor control manner. The perception information can be RGB
images, depth maps, point clouds or other visual information. The robot action can be motion action
and force/torque action. For both action types, they all could be relative changes or absolute values in
a Cartesian coordinate space or joint coordinate space. It has been proved that end-to-end learning
approaches have significant advantages than traditional methods in complicated manipulation tasks
and in dynamic surroundings [1]. Nevertheless, these methods usually need lots of training data and
their generalization capabilities are limited by the range of experience in the training phase [2]. Domain
randomization is often used to diversify the training data to improve the performance for novel objects
and new environments [3]. Leveraging previous learned skills to quickly learn new similar behaviors
is also explored. Meta-imitation learning (MIL) learns a new policy via one or a few gradient steps with
one or a few new demonstrations [4]. Task-embedded control networks (TecNets) use an embedding
space to learn the similarities of different tasks, which could obtain a good performance in similar
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new tasks [5]. Following these technical routes, an object detection-based framework is proposed for
one-shot imitation learning, which is inspired by object-agnostic tracking method [6] and keypoint
representation method [7].

The proposed framework mainly consists of two modules: the object detection module and
the motion policy module. The object detection module first detects the target object with one shot
demonstration. A cropped image of the target object and an image of the entire environment are
inputted into a Siamese structure network to predict the semantic keypoint in image coordinates, which
is the center of the target container. The motion policy module combines this semantic keypoint and
the depth map of the environment to generate motion action. The position change of the end-effector
and the state of the gripper are chosen as the motion action in this case. This framework separates
the semantic understanding from robot control, which obtains a good generalization capability for
novel objects and new environments. In addition, this framework not only could map the perception
information to motion action, but also could generate different action in the same surroundings based
on specific semantic keypoints and it is very important in robotic applications.

The main contributions of this proposed framework are twofold: (a) An object detection method
is used for obtaining the image of the target object via a single demonstration, and further, the semantic
keypoint is given with this template image and an image of the entire environment. (b) The semantic
keypoint and feature blocks of depth information are integrated to generate motion actions, and this
learned skill is easily transferred to novel objects and new environments.

The remainder of this paper is mainly organized as follows: In Section 2, some related studies
about robot learning, imitation learning, object tracking and few-shot learning are discussed. Then
the detailed structure of the proposed object detection-based one-shot imitation learning method is
presented in Section 3. A series of experiments are conducted in simulation and the real world to
validate the feasibility and performance of this approach in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and some
future work suggestions are given.

2. Related Works

In this section, some related studies are reviewed, including robotic learning, visuomotor control,
imitation learning, one-shot learning and object tracking. As a promising generic paradigm to acquire
different kinds of manipulation capabilities, robot learning methods are widely explored [1,8,9]. Some
studies apply learning strategies primarily in the perception or decision phase of robotic tasks and
are integrated with traditional low-level control methods. Pinto et al. used a grasping detection
network for object grasping and collected the training data in an online manner [9]. Zeng et al.
proposed a self-learning method to grasp cluttered objects integrating the pushing and grasping action
together [10]. Sui et al. applied a convolutional network to predict the position of the target in different
environments [11]. As another framework, end-to-end learning-based approaches are also studied
in different robotic manipulation tasks [12–15]. These methods try to learn a function that maps
the perception information to robot action directly and these end-to-end learning approaches have
significant advantages than traditional methods in complicated manipulation tasks and in dynamic
surroundings [1]. These end-to-end visuomotor control methods are easily integrated with different
learning framework, such as imitation learning (IL) and reinforcement learning (RL). Levine et al.
combined end-to-end visuomotor control with a RL framework for a robot to learn contract-rich
manipulation behaviors that is normally difficult to model using traditional methods [1,14]. Lee et
al. applied visuomotor control method for peg-in-hole tasks by fusing perception information and
proprioceptive information in a RL manner [16]. Kalashnikov et al. used a scalable RL framework
for learning vision-based dynamic grasping skills [17]. However, it is required lots of exploration
to obtain a skill via an RL manner integrated with visuomotor framework, which is regarded to be
data-inefficient [18,19].

As a supervised learning framework, imitation learning method is also applied to learn the
end-to-end visuomotor skills. There are two main types to exploit the labeled demonstrations in IL
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framework. One is behavior cloning (BC), in which a robot learns a policy that maps the perception
information to actions directly [19]. Another type is inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) [20], where
a robot tries to learn a reward or value function with these given demonstrations. With this reward
function, the robot could continue learning the skills in a RL manner. In this work, the author
mainly discusses the first style. Zhang et al. applied end-to-end IL in different complex manipulation
tasks and collected the training data with reality headsets, which validated the efficiency of IL [19].
Rahmatizadeh et al. used a visuomotor framework for multi-task manipulation with an inexpensive
robot [21]. As mentioned above, the robustness and generalization of these end-to-end learning-based
methods are limited by the range of experience in the training phase. Abolghasemi et al. applied a
task-focused visual attention mechanism in the end-to-end IL framework to enhance the robustness of
visuomotor manipulation skills [22]. James et al. trained a visuomotor skill for pick-and-place task in
simulation with domain randomization and transferred the visuomotor skill to the real world without
any fine-tuning [3]. Hämäläinen et al. applied an affordance detection method to compress task-related
features and trained a visuomotor policy with these features to get a good generalization capability to
new tasks and new objects [23]. Chen et al. used an adversarial feature to enhance the robustness of
the end-to-end visuomotor skills, which is integrated with RL framework [24]. Nevertheless, these
methods can only be applied in the situation with only one target object in the visual data. Few-shot
imitation learning is studied to adapt the learned skill to novel objects and new environments [4,5].
Finn et al. proposed a meta-imitation learning (MIL) method to learn similar new behaviors via one or
several gradient steps with new demonstrations [4]. Inspired by metric learning, few-shot learning
methods in image process, James et al. applied the task-embedded control networks (TecNets) to learn
the similarities of different tasks. It got a good performance in similar new tasks by combining the
task-embedded vector with the visuomotor control framework [5]. Keypoint-based methods are also
used for different robotic tasks to acquire more general manipulation skills [7,25].

In this paper, an object detection-based framework is proposed for one-shot imitation learning,
and it can obtain a good performance for novel objects and new environments. This framework
includes the object detection module and the motion policy module. Object detection module, which
is inspired by visual object tracking methods, first detects the target object with a single demonstration.
The cropped image of the target object and an image of the entire environment are inputted into a
Siamese structure network to detect the semantic keypoint that is the center of the target container
in image coordinates. Motion policy module combines this semantic keypoint and the depth map
of the environment to generate motion action. Visual object tracking has been widely studied in the
field of computer vision, which utilizes a class-agnostic object template to detect the location of this
object in the query image. Bertinetto et al. applied a convolutional Siamese network for visual object
tracking [26]. Li et al. improved this Siamese network by integrating the Region Proposal Network
(RPN) [27] with Siamese networks [28]. In addition, Li et al. further extended this method with deeper
networks and refined the cross-correlation layers for a better performance [6]. Shaban et al. predicted
different weights for fusing two branches of Siamese network in one-shot semantic segmentation
task [29]. A guided network is also used in few-shot semantic segmentation that is similar to visual
object tracking [30]. In the proposed framework, an object detection framework is changed from [6]
and applied to detect the semantic keypoint with template images. Although RGB images are mostly
used as the perception information in visuomotor frameworks. The depth map is applied as the
perception information and is combined with detected semantic keypoint to generate motion action in
this framework. Compared to RGB images, depth maps have not color and texture information and
have smaller gaps between simulation and the real world, which is beneficial for robots to acquire more
general behaviors. Tai et al. used raw depth maps as inputs for visuomotor navigation [31]. Chen et al.
trained the visuomotor policy with depth information and semantic information in simulation and
transferred it to the real world for robotic navigation [32]. Morrison et al. learned grasping skills with
synthetic depth maps and tested in the real world [33].
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3. Methodology

The goal of the proposed method is enabling the robot to effectively interact with new, unknown
objects in new environment from a single visual demonstration. In a BC framework, a policy π(a

∣∣∣o)
that maps observations o to actions a is learned with demonstrations generated by expert policies π∗.
A demonstration trajectory is composed of a series of observations and actions, which is formalized as
τ = [(o1, a1), . . . , (oN, aN)]. Trajectories of a task is formalized as Γi = [τ1, . . . , τK] and trajectories of
different tasks [Γ1, . . . , ΓL] are collected for training the policy. To cope with new, unknown objects,
TecNets [5] applied a task-embedding processing to find the similarity with the first frame od

1 and

last frame od
N of the new demonstration. The embedded vector was called as a sentence s

(
od

1 , od
N

)
and

the policy generated different actions based on the task sentence, which is modulated as π(a
∣∣∣o, s) .

Following this pipeline, the semantic keypoint I is applied to transfer specific intentions and the
visuomotor policy is formalized as π(a

∣∣∣o, I) where I
(
o, od

1 , od
N

)
is a function of observations o, the first

frame od
1 and last frame od

N of the new demonstration. Because of the good generalization performance,
depth map s d are used for the visuomotor policy and RGB images o are applied for keypoint detection.
The visuomotor policy is formalized as π(a

∣∣∣d, I) where I is an abbreviation of I
(
o, od

1 , od
N

)
. Any other

trajectory in the same task can be regarded as the target demonstration in the training phase. As a result,
the robot could effectively interact with new, unknown objects in new environment from a single visual
demonstration in the test phase.

Detailed structure of the proposed object detection-based one-shot imitation learning framework
is shown in Figure 1. It mainly includes two parts: the object detection networks I

(
o, od

1 , od
N

)
and the

motion policy networks π(a
∣∣∣d, I) . The perception data in robotic applications is normally various

and high dimensional. Convolutional neural network (CNN) is often used to process this perception
information. For both RGB images and depth maps, CNN-based encoder networks are used to extract
image features. These encoder networks are often pretrained to improve of the learning speed of the
robot learning system. In this framework, they are trained with an autoencoder (AE) structure firstly
and then fixed in the robot learning phase. Object detection networks and motion policy networks are
trained separately. The trained object detection networks output the center of the task-related container,
which is regarded as the semantic keypoint. The policy networks integrate the compressed depth
feature blocks and the semantic keypoint to generate motion action. The structure of the autoencoder
networks and other two networks are introduced successively.
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3.1. Autoencoder Network

AE is an unsupervised learning method and includes an encoder network and a decoder network.
With the same inputs and outputs, AE can be trained in a self-supervised manner. The trained encoder
network of AE can be used to process the perception information, which is RGB images and depth maps
in this application. Two separated AEs are used to process different kinds of information. The detailed
structures of these two AEs are similar and the last layers of these AEs have three channels and one
channel respectively, as shown in Figure 2. The Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) function is chosen as
activation function and batch normalization is applied before the nonlinear process. Loss function of
AE is normally the mean squared error of the inputs and outputs, which can be formalized as:

LAE = ‖D(E(o)) − o‖22 (1)

where o is the perception information that is an RGB image and a depth map in this situation. D(∗)

and E(∗) are the decoder network and the encoder network respectively. L2 regularization is also used
to avoid overfitting and the loss function is changed as:

Ltotal = λ1LAE + λ2Lreg (2)

whereLreg is the loss of regularization and the hyper-parametersλ1,λ2 are the weights of different terms.
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3.2. Object Detection Network

The output of object detection network is a probability map of the task-related semantic keypoint
that is the center of the container in this case. The pixel with maximum value in this map is chosen as
the semantic point and its pixel coordinates are inputted into the motion policy network. For one-shot
learning framework, a demonstration trajectory is given. The first frame and last frame of the example
trajectory are used to detection the task-related object, which is similar as [5]. Inputs of this object
detection network are the RGB image of the whole environment, the first frame and last frame of the
demonstration. Detailed structure of this network can be found in Figure 3. Trained encoder network
is used to extract features of these images and these convolutional layers are fixed in the training phase.
With the first frame and the last frame, the location of the task-related object is detected. Based on
this location, two kernels are obtained by cropping the feature blocks of the start image with window
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of size 3× 3 and window of size 5× 5. Two deep-wise cross correlation layers [6] are used for fusing
these two kernels and the feature blocks of the environment respectively. After processes of some
convolutional layers and deconvolutional layers, a probability map of the center of the container can
be obtained. In other words, the target object is obtained firstly in the demonstration images and then
exploit the feature of the target image to detection its location in the query image. This network is
trained in two stages. The network is firstly trained to find the target object with the first and last frame.
The prediction of this probability map is regarded as a classification problem and the cross-entropy
loss is chosen as the loss function, which can be formulized as:

L1 = −MLlog(M) − (1−ML)log(1−M) (3)

where M is the predicted map and ML is the labeled map. In the labeled mask, the value of the pixels
less than three pixels from the center of the container is set to one and the others are all zeros. L2
regularization is used in this training phase and the loss function is changed as:

Ldt = λ3L1 + λ2Lreg (4)

where the hyper-parameters λ3, λ2 are the weights of different terms. For the second training stage,
the whole network is trained to predict the center of the container in the query image. Loss function is
just same as Equations (3) and (4). After trained, the object detection network can output a probability
map of the center of the container in the query image.
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3.3. Motion Policy Network

A depth map is chosen as the input of the motion policy network. The position change of the
end-effector P and the state of the gripper G are made up of a motion action, which is the outputs
of the policy network. The state of the gripper is a Boolean variable and the position change of the
end-effector is a continuous variable. Therefore, the output layer of the position action is linear function
and sigmoid function is used for the gripper state action. Detailed structure of the motion policy
network is shown in Figure 4. The depth map of the environment is first processed by the trained
encoder network and then these feature blocks are fed into a convolutional layer to compress their
dimensions. Output of the convolutional layer is reshaped into a vector and concatenated with the
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pixel coordinates of the keypoint that obtained by the object detection network. Two fully-connected
layers are followed. With different output layers, the position action and the gripper action can be
acquired. The activation function of these two dense layers is ReLU function and the dropout layer is
also used between each dense layer to avoid overfitting. For continuous output, the mean square error
is normally used as the loss function and cross-entropy function is the loss function of Boolean variable.
Losses of the position change of the end-effector and the state of the gripper can be formulized as:

Lp = ‖P−P′‖22 (5)

Lg = −GLlog(G) − (1−GL)log(1−G) (6)

LT = λ4Lp +Lg (7)

where Lp and Lg are losses of position changes and the gripper states respectively. P is the labeled
position change and P′ is the predicted value. GL is the labeled gripper state and G is the output of the
network. Parameter λ4 is the weight of loss of position change to increase the effect of this term.
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4. Experiments and Results

In order to validate this proposed object detection-based one-shot imitation learning framework,
a series of simulated experiments are conducted in an object placing application scenario in the
V-REP environment, shown in Figure 5. In the object placing task, the robot is guided by an RGB-D
camera to place the object into the target container in the presence of two distractors on the table.
The simulated RGB-D camera outputs an RGB image of size 240 × 320 and a depth map with the
same size. The manipulator is a simulated UR5 robot equipped with a two-finger gripper and two
grippers are used in the data collection phase to increase the diversity, which can be found in Figure 5.
A workstation with a NVDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU and the machine learning platform of Tensorflow
1.70 are used for training. Twenty containers and twenty objects are used for collecting the training
data and four cameras that are placed vertically above the table in different positions are applied for
recording perception information at the same time. Containers and objects are shown in Figure 6.
1200 manipulation trajectories are collected and there are total 4800 demonstrations recorded by four
cameras. 4000 samples are used as the training data and 800 trajectories are chosen for validating.
A manipulation trajectory consists of a series of perception information (o, d) and motion actions
a = (P, G). As mentioned before, the position change of the end-effector P and the state of the gripper
G are chosen as the action. With these demonstration trajectories, the visuomotor policy can be trained
in a BC manner. Experiments are conducted to address three questions as followed: (1) Can the robot
finish the object placing task efficiently for unknown containers in new environment with only one
demonstration under this object detection-based framework? (2) Do the integrated kernels in the object
detection module improve the performance of this approach and what is the effect of different kernel
size? (3) Can this proposed framework trained in simulation be transferred to the real world directly
without any fine-tuning?
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4.1. Training the AE Networks

As mentioned above, two AEs are applied separately to process RGB images and depth maps.
The size of the image got by the simulated camera is 240× 320 while the input size of AE networks is
224× 288. Initial images are randomly cropped to match the input size, which can also increase the
diversity of training data.

Data augmentation methods including adding salt & pepper noise, flipping and rotating
180 degrees are also applied in the training phase. Adam optimizer is applied for training the
network and related parameters are given in Table 1. The learning rate is 2× 10−4 at beginning and is
changed to 2× 10−5 after 50 epochs.

Table 1. Parameters of different network module in the training phase.

Networks AE Object Detection Motion Policy

1 λ1 1000 – –
2 λ2 10−5 10−5 –
3 λ3 – 500 –
4 λ4 – – 1× 104

5 (Adam) β1 0.9 0.9 0.9
6 (Adam) β2 0.999 0.999 0.999

7 Learning Rate 2× 10−4,
2× 10−5 2× 10−4 2× 10−4

8 Batch Size 64 16 64
9 Epochs 100 – –

10 Iterations – 20 K 30 K
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4.2. Training the Object Detection Network

The object detection network is trained in two stages. The network is trained firstly to find the
target object with the first and last frame in each demonstration trajectory. Then the whole network
is trained to predict the center of the container in the query image. The trained encoder is used to
process images into feature maps and they are fixed in this training phase. The aforementioned data
augmentation tricks are also applied in this training phase of the object detection network. In addition,
three channels are chosen randomly from the red channel (R), green channel (G), blue channel (B)
and the gray channel (Gr) of RGB images, shown in Figure 7, which can dramatically increase the
diversity of the perception information. To transfer the proposed framework from simulation to the
real world, another 100 real images are also used in this training phase to reduce the sim-to-real gap
of RGB images. Serval containers are placed on the table and an object is randomly place into one
container. These real images are all labeled manually. Adam optimizer is also used for the training
of object detection network. Hyper-parameters, learning rate and iterations are provided in Table 1.
The lower branch in the object detection network is trained for 20 K iterations and then the up branch
of this network is also trained for 20 K iterations. With the image of the environment and the first
frame and the last frame of an example trajectory, the trained object detection network can output a
probability map of the center of the target container. The pixel coordinates of the maximum value in
this map is chosen to be inputted into the motion policy network.
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4.3. Training the Motion Policy Network

The depth map of the environment and the pixel coordinates of the center of the target container
are fed into the motion policy network and it outputs the relative position of the end-effector and the
state of the gripper. The initial depth map with size of 240 × 320 is first cropped at the center by a
window of size 224× 288. To increase the robustness to the height of the camera, a disturbed value
δ is added to each depth map and δ is uniformly distributed from −0.1 to 0.1. Further, a Gaussian
noise with mean value of 0 and standard deviation of 0.003 is also added to each pixel value in the
depth map for reducing the sim-to-real gap [34]. In addition, a stochastic disturbance within six pixels
is added to the pixel coordinates of the center of the target container. The state of the gripper only
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changes at the end of each trajectory. Therefore, the positive samples and the negative samples are
highly unbalanced and the training sample at the end of each trajectory is duplicated for three times to
reduce this imbalance [35]. A dropout layer with dropout rate of 0.3 is applied between each dense
layer. Parameters of Adam optimizer and related parameters for network training are provided in
Table 1. After training, the motion policy network can generate a motion action based on the depth
map of the environment and the semantic keypoint.

4.4. Testing with Different Kernels and Distractors

The aim of this placing task is to place an object into the target container in the presence of two
distractors. Twenty novel containers and twenty new objects are chosen in testing experiments, shown
in Figure 8. For testing the generalization ability, the camera is moved in height direction with a short
distance, change the relative position of the robot and tune the illumination. As a result, the new testing
environment is shown in Figure 9. Two kernels are integrated in the object detection module and the
influence of different kernels is explored. The object detection network is trained with different kernel
independently with the same parameters as the integrated framework. The placing task are executed
for 100 times in the trained scene and the new scene with three different object detection networks, and
the result can be found in Table 2. It is found out that the manipulation success rate is mainly based on
the precision of detection network and integrating different kernels can obtain the best performance
with success rate of 99% and 95% in the trained scene and the new scene respectively. The framework
with small kernel size has success rate of 92% and 90% in these two scenes. It means this framework
has a good generalization ability while the original performance is relatively weak. The framework
with big kernel size has a good performance in the trained scene while its performance significantly
weakens in the new scene, which obtains success rate of 98% and 92% respectively. Therefore, these
two kernels are integrated to get a good performance and obtain a competitive generalization ability.

Table 2. The result with different kernels in the object detection network.

Kernel Size
Detection Precision Success Rate

Reduction Rate
Trained Scene New Scene Trained Scene New Scene

3× 3 92% 90% 92% 90% 2.17%
5× 5 99% 92% 98% 92% 6.12%

Integration 100% 95% 99% 95% 4.04%
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The performance of the proposed method in the crowded environment is also explored. Another
seven objects are also placed on the table randomly, which is shown in Figure 10. The placing task
are executed for 100 times in the trained scene and the new scene with multiple objects based on the
proposed framework, and the results are provided in Table 3. Simple scene means the scene with
three containers while crowded scene is the scene with multiple objects that is shown in Figure 10.
Successful and failed examples of the detection network in different scenes are provided in Figure 11.
The result validates that both the object detection network and the motion policy network are efficient
in crowded scene. In the crowded trained scene, the proposed method still obtains a high success rate
of 98%. These experiments validate that the proposed framework can finish the object placing task
efficiently for novel containers in new environment with only a demonstration and different kernels
have different characteristics. They are the answers to Question 1 and Question 2. Next, the author
tries to answer the Question 3.

Table 3. The result of the proposed method in different scenes.

Detection Precision Success Rate

simple crowded simple crowded
Trained Scene 100% 99% 99% 98%

New Scene 95% 95% 94% 93%
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4.5. Sim-to-Real Experiment and Comparation

In this subsection, the proposed framework is transferred from simulation to the real world directly
without any fine-tuning. The experimental platform includes a Realsense D435 RGB-D camera, a UR5
robot equipped with a Robotiq gripper, seven containers and seven objects, as shown in Figures 12
and 13. The RGB-D camera outputs an image and a depth map of size 480× 640. These images are
resized into images of 240× 320, which is the size of image in simulation. To match the input size of
the networks, they are cropped by a window of size 224× 288 at the center of the image and depth
map. For testing, three containers are placed on the table and the robot tries to place an object to the
target container in the presence of two distractors. This placing task is executed for 100 times and
the result can be found in Table 4. Without any fine-tuning, the trained framework in simulation
obtains a success rate of 85% in the real world. It has a better performance compared with MIL [4]
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and TecNets [5]. Semantic understanding is coupled with motion policy in both MIL and TecNets
framework. This mechanism makes the learned policy to be sensitive to distractors in the visual data
and weakens the generalization ability. The proposed framework separates the semantic understanding
from motion control module, which has a stronger robustness in different environments. In addition,
without the color and texture information, the depth map has a good performance in the sim-to-real
situation. With these real experiments, it can be found out that the proposed framework has a good
generalization ability and robustness. They also give the answer to Question 3.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes an object detection-based one-shot imitation learning framework. It enables a
robot to acquire similar manipulation skills efficiently and to have the ability to cope with novel objects in
different environments with a single demonstration. This approach separates semantic understanding
from motion control and semantic keypoint representation makes the manipulation skill more robust
to different situations. Different simulated and real experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness
of this proposed method. For future work, the point clouds information is considered to be applied in
this framework and this framework would also be extended to more difficult manipulation tasks.
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